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Study: Quake's first seconds may 
determine strength 
By ALICIA CHANG 

LOS ANGELES (AP) - 
U.S. scientists have 
found a way to estimate 
an earthquake's 
ultimate strength by 
analyzing the initial 
seconds of a rupture, a 
step that could one day 
provide early 
earthquake warning.  

Currently, a quake's 
magnitude - or how 
much energy is 
released - is 
determined after the 
shaking stops, usually 
minutes after an event.  

But researchers from the University of California, Berkeley, say the 
measurements of seismic waves soon after a quake can signal whether it will 
be a minor or monster quake.  

 

  

   

   

Immigration minister hopes to persuade out-of-country Canadians to 
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will be a federal 
election in the new 
year?  
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They say the information could possibly be used in an alert system to give 
seconds to tens of seconds of advance notice of an impending quake, enough 
time for schoolchildren to take cover, power generators to trip off and valves to 
shut on pipelines.  

"We're not taking about a massive amount of time," said Richard Allen, an 
assistant professor of earth and planetary science, who led the study. "But 
one can use our approach to come up with a magnitude before people have 
felt the ground shaking."  

Details appear in Thursday's issue of the journal Nature.  

The study suggests different magnitude quakes begin in different ways, said 
Lucy Jones, the scientist in charge of the U.S. Geological Survey in 
Pasadena, Calif., who was not part of the study.  

But Jones was skeptical that the information can be reliably used to create an 
early warning system. The United States is still years away from an alert 
system because of fears of false alarms and disagreement among scientists 
about what physical forces cause an earthquake to turn into a big one.  

In the study, Allen and colleagues analyzed records of 71 major Pacific Rim 
quakes in the past decades including 24 events that were greater than a 
magnitude-six.  

Using a mathematical model, they were able to estimate a quake's size to 
within one magnitude unit from as little as four seconds of data of the 
frequency of the energy in the primary wave. These low-energy waves 
typically cause a jolt, signalling the occurrence of a quake.  

Earlier research conducted by Allen showed that the first few seconds after a 
quake can be used to estimate quakes smaller than magnitude-six.  

Allen is currently testing the model in real-time using an intricate network of 
seismic instruments scattered in Northern California.  

 

  
 
 

Learning to look ahead again 
If we were to invent a time machine, I would want 
to see what it was like in Africa, 100,000 years 
ago when our species was just born.Full Column
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Columnist DAVID SUZUKI 

Canada World 
Martin glosses over election threat
Civil servants' language lessons tops $120M 
Immigration minister hopes to persuade out-of-
country Canadians to come home
Alberta legislature resumes Tuesday
Ont. mom faces $2M libel suit over website
After 20 years with Council of Canadians, 
Maude Barlow still going strong
Critics denounce minimums for gun crimes
Vancouver to vote for new mayor
Collecting dead birds
Authorities release name of fisherman who 
drowned

Jordan police capture would-be suicide bomber
French riots seem to be subsiding
Mideast envoy: Deal needed on Gaza border 
crossings
Iraqi lawyers withdraw from Saddam's defence 
team
Bush's setbacks at home may hurt role on world 
stage
Brit troops could leave Iraq by end of 2006: 
Talabani
Hillary Clinton: Palestinians must change 
attitudes about terror
Chief UN nuclear inspector to push Iran to 
accept compromise on uranium enrichment
Results finalized from Afghanistan elections
Hundreds protest planned neo-Nazi march

Law & Order Media News 
Ont. mom faces $2M libel suit over website 
Critics denounce minimums for gun crimes 

IOC concerned about possible Chinese media 
restrictions in 2008 Games 
AOL policy now permits targeting 

Politics Science 
Martin glosses over election threat 
Alberta legislature resumes Tuesday 

Study points to potential origins of modern 
central Europeans 
Huge meteorite discovered underground in area 
of Kansas rich in space rock 

Space Tech News 
European Space Agency launches probe 
Astronauts install space station camera 

Microsoft: 360 not just for gamers 
U.S. government to judge: Don't take our 
BlackBerry e-mail service 

Weird News Specials 
Chatty robber hits banks in northern Virginia 
while talking on her cellphone 

Iraqi woman says on Jordan TV that she tried to 
blow herself up in Amman hotel 
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Virginia police search for woman who robs 
banks while talking on cell phone 

Anger, bewilderment over Amman bombings in 
al-Zarqawi's hometown 
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